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Colleagues, 

This email is to provide you with a brief update of the Colleague system work completed in preparation for start of
academic year.  We hope that the net impact of this work is to improve the Colleague system performance and the
user experience at this busy time of the year. 

Three areas were addressed by ITS: ﴾1﴿ computer hardware, ﴾2﴿ length of user sessions, and ﴾3﴿ available number of
simultaneously user licenses.  With improvements in each area, we are hopeful of reducing the length of time it takes
for Colleague users to complete their desired process and thereby increase the user satisfaction levels. 

﴾1﴿ COMPUTER HARDWARE ‐ The Colleague database server hardware was upgraded between September 2015 and
September 2016.  By upgrading the database server to a more power computing platform, user tasks should be
completed more quickly.  This change permits the user to log in, complete their task and log out more quickly.  While
it is good news that the database server hardware was upgraded, the application server hardware has not yet been
upgraded.  By upgrading some of the hardware, ITS has made improvements but we still need to assess whether the
current hardware levels are sufficient to support a positive user experience during future peak usage periods. 

﴾2﴿ TIMEOUT SESSIONS ‐ the configuration for the maximum length of a user session was changed.  Previously, a user
could log into the Colleague system, be assigned a license, and stay connected for 9 hours.  Even if the user completed
their work and walked away, as long as the session remained connected ﴾up to 9 hours﴿, one of the limited number of
Colleague licenses was allocated to this user.  By reducing the TIMEOUT PERIOD from 9 hours to 2 hours, inactive
licenses will now be reclaimed by the system more quickly and be made available to other users seeking to connect to
Colleague.  Prior District conversations had suggested that the timeout period would be reduced to 30 minutes, but
the 2 hour timeframe was chosen as it aligns with the vendor Ellucian's recommended best practices of between 2 and
4 hours. 

﴾3﴿ NUMBER OF LICENSES ‐ this week, thanks to the Chancellor's support, ITS has purchased and installed 60 new
Colleague licenses.  Additionally, ITS reallocated available Colleague licenses from the TEST environment over to the
PRODUCTION environment.  We now enter Fall 2016 with a 10% increase in the total number of Colleague licenses
available for users to connect. 

By improving these three areas of upgrading the database hardware, reducing the timeout period to reclaim inactive
licenses, and increasing the total number of available licenses, I believe the District and the Colleges are better
prepared for the increased Colleague system usage at the start of the academic year.  While I wish I could promise you
that there will not be any negative system issues, I can only confidently tell you that the ITS team has completed these
proactive steps and will be monitoring the system usage to address any issues that may arise. 

There is a fourth area of configuration that ITS did not modify.  The Colleague system does permit a setting limiting
the number of simultaneous sessions under one user account.  Today at YCCD, this setting is not used.  By not using
the setting, we are allowing Colleague users to launch an unlimited number of simultaneous sessions and therefore
use an unlimited number of Colleague licenses.  Because we do not yet have the data to recommend an appropriate
change and we did not want to implement such an impactful system change on the District/Colleges without
appropriate discussion, this fourth area of configuration is better left unchanged until a future date. 
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Please feel free to share this email with your teams.  Best wishes for a successful and productive academic year!   

Kindly let me know if you have additional questions or concerns. 

Dan 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
Dan Duffy
Contractor ‐ Assistant Vice Chancellor of Information Technology 
Yosemite Community College District 

206‐979‐7767 
Sent from my iPhone
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